Introducing Hashed Plutus Leverage
Greetings Fellow Trader!
We have developed a trading system that exceeds even our own
expectations. Read on to see what HP leverage is capable of.
We at Hashed Plutus strive for the very best. Our prized indicator PXI proved its mettle by absolutely crushing the
altcoin market for unprecedented gains in the current cycle. Today we take a step back. Altcoins are very different
from Bitcoin. The king follows no
one; he carves his path. You can BTC/USDT, 1W,Heikin Ashi
play golf with a single club, but
only the seasoned ones know each
has its purpose. Analyzing all your
requests for a specialized strategy
coded intentionally to obliterate
the BTCUSDT futures on Binance,
we bring to you HP Leverage.
Back-tested over three years in
multiple time-frames have brought
results beyond exceptional. Built
specifically for the wildest day
traders and precision scalpers
among you who endlessly seek
higher ROI and less time charting.

The HP Leverage edge

BTC/USDT, 1D,Heikin Ashi

What does this have that it blew
my socks off? Opening TradingView
greets you with thousands of
indicators from their extensive
library. Variations of RSI, MACD
and other indicators which are
similar to a general physician.
Can handle numerous issues but
doesn’t specialize in anything. The
neurosurgeon you need who is a
master of his art is precisely what
HP Leverage brings to the table.
Lazer precision accuracy on a
single pair. That’s it.

Next Generation Trading Indicator

How to use HP Leverage

Bringing it all together, you have a phenomenally accurate strategy backtested from the very first candle printed on BTCUSDT to the present day.
The numbers speak for themselves by blowing any competition out of
the water. And to enjoy moon rides on altcoins, you can yield our prized
indicator PXI that has a proven record in catching trends in every altcoin.
Why settle for one when you can grab both and enjoy the altseason
without worrying about bitcoin analysis. Head over to hashedplutus.com
now to catch the exclusive Black Friday sale!

Hashed Plutus Leverage

Plutus Exploration Index (PXI)

• Calibrated to BTCUSDT on Binance
• Accuracy of 93% on weekly and averages to 81%
on smaller time-frames
• Strategy overlayed on the chart.

Navigate to your TradingView chart,
select HP Leverage from the inviteonly subsection. CRITICAL! Change
chart view to Heikin-Ashi. Set
your desired time-frame and the
indicator will automatically adjust
itself. Buy and sell signals will be
printed on the chart. Simple.

• Comprehensive calibration based on altcoin groups
• Accuracy of 84% on weekly and averages to 77%
on smaller time-frames across the altcoin market.
• Study based indicator allowing you to observe
anticipated moves through real-time feedback.
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Performance Data on Hashed Plutus Leverage
TIME FRAME

WEEKLY

1 DAY

4 HOUR

1HOUR

30 Min

5 Min

Nov-17

Aug-17

Jan-18

Jan-20

Jan-20

Nov-20

Back-test Start Date
Percent Profitable

92,86%

83,09%

77,19%

75,00%

72,91%

73,93%

1108 days

1185 days

1056 days

329 days

329 days

23 days

Total Closed Trades

14

136

548

948

2300

936

Number Winning Trades

13

113

423

711

1677

692

1

23

125

236

622

244

Max Drawdown (% loss)

1,30%

1,07 %

1,38 %

1,85 %

0,7 %

0,14 %

Max Drawdown ($ loss)

$-2,19

$-31,63

$-199,68

$-4,31

$-14,55

$-0,18

Number of days

Number Losing Trades

Net Profit

$314,96

$5 287,66 $36 116,12

$2 286,19 $11 111,80

$165,54

Gross Profit

$317,15

$5 412,70 $37 422,18

$2 374,75 $11 581,40

$171,63

Gross Loss

$-2,19

$-125,04 $-1 306,06

$-88,55

$-469,61

$-6,09

Open PL

$125,67

$1 533,44

$561,77

$46,03

$214,96

$0,27

Avg Trade

$22,50

$38,88

$65,91

$2,41

$4,83

$0,18

Avg Win Trade

$24,40

$47,90

$88,47

$3,34

$6,91

$0,25

Avg Loss Trade

$-2,19

$-5,44

$-10,45

$-0,38

$-0,75

$-0,02

$111,31

$481,39

$2 088,24

$99,23

$314,48

$3,04

$-2,19

$-31,63

$-155,31

$-2,93

$-10,57

$-0,14

Largest Winning Trade
Largest Losing Trade

INITIAL CAPITAL FOR EACH TIME FRAME SET AT $100.INVESTING 40% OF TOTAL CAPITAL ON EACH TRADE.

Data analysis:

BTC/USDT, 4H,Heikin Ashi

Alerts on the indicator

The number-crunching and data handling in this study are
pivotal to its success. Thus being a mathematical system
vs a visual indicator means we tweak every variable for
maximum profit. Like tuning a 1000bhp Lambo on the
dyno, we found the sweet spot over all the most popular
time-frames. The 4h and 5min stand out as most
profitable. Trading frequency is a significant variable in a
strategy. The 4h time-frame maximizes the accuracy of
HP Leverage with a fair trading turnover, while the 5min
provides relentless frequency while effecting the loss rate
by only 4%! Max Downdraw represents the most significant
loss booked over the respective time-frame. It is under 2%
on all time-frames. Enough said. The indicator is driven to
close at break-even on losing trades. While entries seek
best price entries that exceed market standards.

Future Ambition

Alters are programmed to give
both buy and sell signals on a free
TradingView account. No premium
required to make full use of
product

The performance on this trading strategy is just phenomenal. The
results have inspired us to fully solve the money machine dylema we
all dream about. We have successfully developed a way to automate
trading, capable of 1000’s of trades every month. We are in final testing.
HP Leverage buyers will recieve a rebate on the future product launch.
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